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Abstract
This brief examines how the motivations and goals of China’s participation in United Nations
peacekeeping operations have evolved since 1990 as a result of its changing national interests. We
conclude that China is unlikely to abandon its long-held foreign policy principle of noninterference. However, motivated by a desire to be seen as a responsible global power, Beijing is
seriously considering a more proactive approach to humanitarian crises, which may include direct
intervention. Furthermore, as a significant contributor of troops and financing, China is uniquely
positioned to represent the perspectives of both developing and developed countries in UN
peacekeeping. To do so, Beijing will need to increase its leadership role in UN peacekeeping
operations and offer creative ideas about how to promote reconciliation and development in postconflict societies.

Introduction
China currently is the largest troop contributing country among the permanent members of the
Security Council, with more than 2,600 peacekeepers in 10 of the 16 ongoing missions, and the
second largest financial contributor to the UN peacekeeping budget after the United States. 1 In
addition, on September 22, 2017, China completed the registration process for providing an 8,000strong peacekeeping standby force at the United Nations, fulfilling the pledge that President Xi
Jinping made in 2015.2 China has certainly come a long way since it began to participate in UN
peacekeeping operations (UNPKOs) by sending five military observers to the United Nations Truce
Supervision Organization in the Middle East in 1990.3
What explains China’s increasing commitment to UNPKOs, especially in recent years? While
humanitarianism is most certainly part of China’s (or any country’s) motivation to participate in
peacekeeping activities, this instinct alone has rarely been enough for states to agree on what needs
to be done and act accordingly. Furthering one’s own interests in the provision of a global public
good is necessarily an important part of a country’s motivation to join such efforts. Therefore,
China’s incentive to step up its contributions to UNPKOs should be examined in the context of its
rise as a global economic and military power, and its changing interests during that rise.

Breaking International Isolation
A range of factors have been identified to explain China’s participation in UN peacekeeping
activities, including a desire to be recognized as a responsible global power, gain operational
experience for its own military, and protect its overseas economic interests. 4 In contrast, little
attention has been paid to the particular timing of China’s entrance on the peacekeeping scene.
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In 1990, China was experiencing diplomatic isolation led by Western countries in the
aftermath of the Tiananmen Square protests a year earlier. Externally, with the end of the Cold
War, the shared security interests between the United States and China had disappeared. Internally,
China’s economic reform was barely a decade old, with much uncertainty surrounding its future
trajectory. In this context, joining UNPKOs that year emerged as a means to break through the
international isolation. UN peacekeeping provided a platform for China to gradually rehabilitate
its international image and maintain a working relationship with Western countries, especially the
United States.
In the following decade, China’s motivation to create or restore a more favorable external
environment for domestic reforms, combined with its lack of experience in peacekeeping, led to a
low-key and accommodating approach to UN peacekeeping.5 By January 2000, China had fielded
only 532 personnel in total over the previous decade and had contributed a mere 1% of the UN
peacekeeping budget.6

Countering the “China Threat”
The year of 1999 was a turning point for China’s participation in UN peacekeeping. The change in
China’s approach was triggered by NATO’s bombing of Yugoslavia, an operation that bypassed
UN authorization.7 Alarmed by the threat of weakened UN authority, China became more active
in UN peacekeeping, in both its voting behavior and its personnel contribution. China had reasons
to be concerned about the UN’s role in global security matters diminishing. The UN is the only
major international security institution in which China has significant voting power, giving the
country an important say on global as well as its own security concerns. A marginalized UN would
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mean more unilateralism by the United States and its allies, presenting a potential threat to China’s
own security. Thus, buttressing UN authority through stepping up its support for UN peacekeeping
was in China’s interests.
Many argue that China’s desire to be seen as a constructive and responsible global power is
another motivation behind its active participation in UN peacekeeping after 1999. However, if
viewed in light of China’s broader foreign policy objectives in this period, behaving as a
responsible power was a strategy rather than a motivation. In the decade following 1999, the
narrative of the “China Threat” emerged and was discussed intensely in the Western media and
policy circles. The nature of the threat was rarely made clear; however, the term captured the
uneasiness that China’s rise was engendering in the West as well as in some of China's neighboring
countries. The Chinese government coined the term “peaceful rise” in the same period, but it was
not enough to assuage concerns; more costly signals—that is, actions—were necessary. Showing
a stronger willingness to work within the UN framework by taking on more peacekeeping
responsibility was thus seen as a strategy to counter the China threat narrative.8 Moreover, working
under a UN mandate confers legitimacy upon UN peacekeeping activities and does not go against
China’s long-held foreign policy principle of non-interference.
But more robust participation in UN peacekeeping is a double-edged sword. On one hand, it
may reduce other countries’ concern that China will act more unilaterally once it acquires more
capability; on the other hand, a large troop presence in overseas missions might invite further
speculations about Chinese intentions. Navigating these two countervailing forces has led China
to exercise restraint regarding greater peacekeeping activities.9

Protecting Overseas Interests?
A significant aspect of China’s continued rise is the expansion of its overseas economic activities.
A natural question is whether China’s peacekeeping activities have responded to the need to protect
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those new interests. In particular, China has vast trade and resource investments in Africa, and it
is plausible that China’s peacekeeping activities in that continent are partly motivated by a desire
to protect and promote its economic interests there. However, a close examination of some of the
facts on the ground suggests that the relationship may not be so straightforward.
First, the proportion of Chinese peacekeepers in each mission has been rather small: China’s
average contribution by mission-month was 2.7% between 1990 and 2016.10 This ratio has not
changed much since 2012, when China’s personnel contribution to UNPKOs became larger than
the combined total contribution of the other four permanent members of the Security Council. In
May 2015, for example, China contributed 3,084 peacekeepers, the largest monthly personnel
contribution it had ever made. Nevertheless, this amounts to an average of 308 peacekeepers, or
3.6%, in each of the 10 missions in which China was engaged at the time. If Chinese peacekeepers
represent a small fraction of a much larger UN peacekeeping contingency in each mission, it is
difficult to make the case that they could wield sufficient influence in the host country to advance
China-specific interests while being deployed as part of a UN mission.
Second, China does not seem to be particularly selective about where it participates. Out of
the 29 peacekeeping missions in which China has participated since 1990 (including the ones
ongoing), 15 have been in Africa, roughly 52% of its total participation. The figure is not out of
step with 47% of UN peacekeeping missions being in Africa in the same period.11 Further analysis
of Chinese peacekeeping operations within the African continent point to the same conclusion. By
August 2017, Chinese peacekeepers constituted 8% of the total UN peacekeeping forces in South
Sudan, 2% in Sudan, and 1% in Congo, despite the fact that China has significant trade and resource
interests in these countries. By way of comparison, Chinese peacekeepers accounted for 5% of the
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total UN peacekeepers in Western Sahara, 3% in Mali, and 20% in Liberia, where China has either
little or at best moderate economic interests compared with other countries on the continent.12
Thus, based on the overall proportion and distribution of Chinese peacekeepers, it is difficult
to establish a direct link between China’s economic interests and its peacekeeping activities in
Africa. More likely, participating in UN peacekeeping is seen as having an indirect effect on
China’s interests by promoting a stable regional security environment and generating goodwill
toward the country in the region. It is also the case that China so far has not been in the driver’s
seat, proposing peacekeeping initiatives that could more directly target locations of interest to
China; at best, it has been a willing participant. This may change as China seeks more influence at
UN headquarters. Peacekeeping may indeed become part of China’s comprehensive strategy to
protect its overseas interests.

Seeking a Leadership Role
In recent years, establishing a reputation as a responsible global power has become a more urgent
driver of China’s stronger support for UN peacekeeping. As the rest of the world continues to show
some ambivalence toward the implications of China’s rapid rise, promoting such an image will
help alleviate such concerns while also responding to growing calls for Beijing to take up more
global responsibilities. In addition to setting up a permanent peacekeeping force of 8,000, President
Xi Jinping announced at the United Nations General Assembly in September 2015 that China
would contribute $1 billion over the next decade for the establishment of a China–UN peace and
development fund. He also pledged $100 million to the African Union to support its standby force
and build up an emergency response force.13
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Two important signals are conveyed by these new initiatives. They suggest that Beijing
continues to see the UN as the primary forum for addressing global security challenges, and that
Beijing is seeking a leadership role in UNPKOs. When China created the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB) in 2015, it was widely seen as competing with the International Monetary
Fund and the World Bank. The move thus intensified speculation that Beijing would pursue a
strategy of reshaping the world order. Within China, views range widely regarding what the
country’s grand strategy should be, from working primarily within the existing system to radically
redesigning the system with different underpinning philosophies than the present ones.14 However,
there is little disagreement on the wisdom of continuing to work within the UN framework on
security matters.15
From a Chinese perspective, the UN is an inclusive multilateral organization in which China
enjoys significant decision-making power, especially compared with international economic
organizations. Moreover, given Beijing’s long-standing foreign policy principle of noninterference in the domestic affairs of other countries, a UN mandate provides necessary legitimacy
when China sends forces overseas to participate in peacekeeping. Finally, some argue that the UN
is an important platform for China to work with other great powers on non-traditional security
threats, such as terrorism, global epidemics, environmental crises, food security, and refugee
challenges; a working relationship on such issues may have positive spillover effects on bilateral
relations by increasing communication, reducing mutual distrust, and thus promoting cooperation
on traditional security issues.16
While the forum is the same, Beijing is seeking a more significant leadership role in UNPKOs
in the future. Given China’s combined troop and financial contributions, there is a sense in Beijing
that China has not had proportionate input on peacekeeping decisions. Some Chinese analysts go
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so far as to say that the discrepancy has become an impediment for China’s further engagement in
such activities.17 The disproportion is seen in two areas: a lack of leadership roles for China in UN
peacekeeping, and a dearth of Chinese input on the agendas and ideas behind UNPKO activities.
The lack of leadership roles to some extent is the result of China’s own past limitations. For
a long time, China did not have enough experienced personnel to staff high-level positions in
UNPKOs, though this has been changing. Since 2007, four senior Chinese officers have
commanded UN peacekeeping missions, and in 2010, the Peacekeeping Center of China’s Ministry
of National Defense hosted a Senior Commander Training Course, attended by 19 officers from
the People's Liberation Army.18 More efforts in these directions will help further elevate China’s
leadership role in UN peacekeeping.
China has also been hesitant to offer ideas about a significant aspect of peacekeeping: postconflict reconstruction, or peacebuilding. Chinese peacekeepers have built roads, bridges, and
buildings where elections were held, but they have largely remained on the sidelines when
domestic reform efforts have unfolded with the assistance of Western peacebuilders. There is a
nascent willingness to do more in this regard. Consistent with recent scholarship on
peacekeeping, 19 Chinese observers point out that the political reforms that attempt to build
Western-style democracy in conflict-ridden societies have not been particularly successful in
bringing about stable peace and development.20 Despite this criticism, China has not articulated a
clear alternative path for promoting reconciliation and development in such societies, along with
peacekeeping. Moreover, Chinese peacekeepers have yet to develop substantial experience and
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skills in working with local populations, building trust, gathering intelligence, etc. If China is to
play a leadership role in peacekeeping, these issues need to be addressed.

To Intervene or Not
Beijing’s deeper commitment to peacekeeping overseas entails a rethinking of its non-interference
policy. When China dispatched combat troops for the first time in 2015 to join UN peacekeepers
in South Sudan, this was seen as a significant departure from China’s practice of providing enabling
units only (logistics, engineering, and medical units), and a sign that Beijing was now willing to
use force when the need arose. That has not happened. Chinese analysts emphasize that the combat
troops in Sudan were deployed to protect civilians, other UN peacekeepers, or officials; they were
not meant to be involved in combat against local warring parties. 21 This position has created
difficulty when protecting civilians necessitates such engagement; in fact, China, along with
peacekeepers from other countries, was criticized for not responding to an NGO’s SOS call in Juba
in July 2016.22 Increasingly, Beijing will be confronted with the challenge of fulfilling the UN
mandate to protect civilians while insisting on China’s tradition of non-interference in the domestic
affairs of other countries.
However, few in Beijing advocate abandoning this long-held policy.23 Not only does China
continue to be concerned about its own vulnerability with regard to its sovereignty, but the
commitment is also seen as necessary to alleviate concerns among China’s neighbors and other
developing countries with whom China has had significant economic ties. In the meantime, there
is a widely shared view that to be seen as a responsible global power, Beijing needs to step up and
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respond more forcefully when facing global humanitarian crises. According to these analysts, the
key question for Beijing to rethink is not whether to abandon the non-interference policy but how
to be more proactive in addressing new global security threats while upholding the policy.
The space for Beijing to maneuver within this framework is not quite as limited as many
external analysts believe. Some call this new approach—still in the early stage of its formulation—
“constructive intervention.”24 Among the ideas proposed, one thought is that when a domestic
crisis generates negative international consequences, Beijing could argue that the issue is no longer
a domestic affair.25 However, this justification is unlikely to be enough when a country faces a
severe domestic humanitarian crisis that does not immediately have large international impacts.
Another scenario warranting constructive intervention might be when there is an international
consensus regarding a humanitarian crisis. This idea reinforces the importance of working with the
UN but also points to the need to work closely with regional organizations—for example, the
African Union—which may have the authority to sanction an intervention in a member state’s
domestic affairs during a grave humanitarian crisis;26 in the eyes of regional actors, this might
legitimize an international intervention, particularly in cases where a UN mandate may not have
strong regional support. Acquiring authorization from a regional organization may thus serve as a
substitute for the host country’s consent and allow Beijing the flexibility to intervene under certain
circumstances.

Conclusion and Recommendations
On September 20, 2017, the UN Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 2378 (2017),
which calls for peacekeeping reform. The resolution is an explicit acknowledgement that
UNPKOs have been plagued by serious problems, especially with respect to accountability and
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effectiveness; however, it is also a fresh affirmation that countries around the world continue to
see UNPKOs as central to maintaining the collective security system established by the UN
Charter.
China’s participation in UN peacekeeping has served its interests well while providing
global public benefits. At the moment, as a significant contributor of both troops and financing,
China is uniquely positioned to be a bridge between the perspectives of troop-contributing
developing countries and of richer donor countries in the Security Council, thereby lending more
legitimacy to UN peacekeeping missions. This will ultimately benefit China’s reputation as a
responsible power and facilitate its further peaceful rise.
Beijing can do more in three areas. First, to increase its decision-making power in UN
peacekeeping, Beijing needs to step up its training of additional qualified military and civilian
personnel who can hold leadership roles at UN peacekeeping headquarters. On the other hand,
the international community can reinforce China’s motivation to contribute more toward muchneeded UNPKOs by lending support to such training and by giving greater consideration to
Chinese candidates for high-level leadership roles in UNPKOs.
Second, China should be much more proactive in discussing and offering creative ideas
about how to promote reconciliation and development in post-conflict societies. This also would
require Beijing to direct a great deal of attention toward helping its peacekeepers develop the
necessary skills for interacting with local populations, working with NGOs, and gathering
intelligence to safeguard peacekeepers and workers. Learning from much more experienced
Western countries and NGOs could shorten the learning curve.
Finally, working closely with regional organizations such as the African Union could add
legitimacy to more intrusive UN operations and help China resolve the dilemma between its noninterference policy and the UN mandate to protect civilians. Beijing might achieve such a goal in
two ways: by increasing the peacekeeping capabilities of regional organizations through
providing financial and training support; and by intervening more directly in accordance with a
regional organization’s mandate that authorizes intervention in times of humanitarian crises.
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